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Due to low automatic level, many domestic small-scale enterprises unable to
cope with problems in production efficiency and machining accuracy caused by
rapidly changing market demands, and in the next period of time that is difficult to
be changed. Aiming at that, this paper developed an open CNC system with five-
axis which is based on "IPC with motion control card" structure. Such numerical
control system has a modular and open nature on reconfiguration of software and
hardware. It can well balance product diversification and production costs, with
good prospects for development.
This paper designed the hardware architecture of CNC System and electrical
connection, and then built a hardware platform based on that with better
openness than those traditional systems. It can automatically adapt itself
according to the number of installed servo drivers, extend and reconfigure the
peripherals. For example, manual pulse generator is used for controlling process
in trying-process mode. Paper analyzed common interpolation algorithms and
make a comparison between them, then proposes a data-sampling interpolation
algorithm using an arc equation, it eliminated the calculation of trigonometric in
interpolation cycle and does not require the additional analysis when over
quadrant. So it could significant reducing the computation time in interpolation.
Paper developed and designed a NC compiler based on C# regex, it can check
grammar and logic errors, and convert the code to the control data recognized by
the system. Using of object-oriented design pattern developed the software part
of the CNC system. It bases on a modular architecture, that brought it openly
expansibility. The simulation system in the CNC system is very practical, it can
real-time display operation status of machine and track of cutter in the 3D scene.
At the same time, it is able to simulate process without actual equipment to verify













The developed CNC system has been put into practical use. Long time running
and testing demonstrate that the system has complete functions, in addition to
operates safely and reliably.
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